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Abstract:  In this paper ,we obtain some common fixed point theorems 

for P-operator pair and occasionally weakly compatible mapping on a set 

X  together with the function d: X X [0, )    without using the triangle 

inequality and assuming symmetry only on the set of points of 

coincidence. As an application, we have established best simultaneous 

approximation result. Our theorems generalize recent results existing in 

the literature.  
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1. Introduction 

 

Fixed point theorems for pairs of mappings involved additional 

hypothesis, in addition to contractive condition. First hypothesis is given a 

space X , containment of range of one mapping into the range of another 

mapping involved. Second hypothesis is some kind of commutivity 

condition. Sessa weakend the notion of commutivity as “weakly 

commutivity’’ Which was generalised by Jungck
1
 as “compitable 

mappings”. More recently Althagafi and Shahzed
2
 introduced two new 

classes of non-commuting mappings namely “occasionally weakly 

compatible" and "ultraoccasionally weakly compatible" mappings 

established common fixed point and invariant approximation theorems. 
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 In this paper, we prove some common fixed point theorems and 

existence of best simultaneous approximation results under relaxed condition 

on d , assuming symmetry only on points of coincidence without using 

triangle inequality. 

 

2. Preliminaries and Definition 

 

 Definition 2.1. Two self mappings f  and  g  of a metric space (X,d)  are 

said to be weakly commuting if d(fgx,gfx) d(fx,gx)  for all x X . 

 It is clear that two commuting mappings are weakly commuting, but the 

converse is not true
3
. 

 

 Definition 2.2 Two self mappings f  and g  of a metric space (X,d)  are said 

to be compatible
1
 if =0n n nlim d(fgx ,gfx )  whenever  nx  is a sequence in 

X  such that n n n nlim fx = lim gx = t   for some t X . 

 

Definition 2.3 Two self mappings  f  and g  of a metric space (X,d)  are said 

to be weakly compatible
4
 if they commute at their coincidence points, 

i.e., fx = gx  for some x X , then fgx = gfx . 

It is easy to see that two compatible maps are weakly compatible. 

 

Definition 2.4 Let X  be a set and let f , g  be two self-mappings of X . A 

point x  in X  is called a coincidence point
5
 of f  and g  iff fx = gx . we 

shall call u = fx= gx  a point of coincidence of f  and g . 

 

Definition 2.5 Two self map f  and g  of a set X  are occasionally weakly 

compatible(OWC)
2
 iff there is a point x  in X  which is a coincidence point 

of f  and g  at which f  and g  commute. 

 

Definition 2.6 Let  ,T f  denote the set of coincident points of the pair 

 ,T f . The pair  ,T f  is called P operator pair
6
 if  

,      for  some   .d(u,Tu) diamC(T, f) u C(T, f)   

Clearly, Occasionally weakly compatible maps T  and f  are P operator. 

If the self-maps f  and T  of X  satisfy T(C(T, f)) C(T, f) , then (T, f)  is a 

weakly compatible pair and hence is P operator pair. 
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Definition 2.7  Let X  be a non-empty set and d  be a function 

: 0,d X X [ )    such that  

(1)           ( , ) 0         ,      d x y iff x= y for all x, y X,   

  A topology τ(d)  is given by U τ(d)  if and only if for each x U , 

B(x,ε) U  for some >0ε , where  :B(x,ε)= y X d(x, y)< ε . 

 

Definition 2.8  Let A,G  are subsets of X , then where set A  is bounded, we 

write  

          G g G a Ar (A) = inf sup d(a,g),   

  G 0 a A 0 Gcent (A) = g G:sup d(a,g ) = r (A) .  

 The number Gr (A)  is called the Chebyshev radius of A  w.r.t G  and an 

element 0 Gy cent (A)  is called a best simultaneous approximation of A  

w.r.t G . If  A= u , then Gr (A)= d(u,G) and Gcent (A)  is the set of all best 

approximations, GP (u) , of u  out of G . 

We also refer the reader to Milman
7
, Sahney and Singh

3 
and Vijayaraju

8
 for 

further details. 

 

3. Main Results 

 

In this section, we prove some common fixed point theorems for a pair of 

P-operator and OWC mappings on space X, d , satisfying only condition 

(1). Let : 0, 0,ψ,φ[ ) [ )    are both continuous and monotone decreasing 

function with =0=ψ(t) φ(t)  if and only if =0t . 

Theorem 3.1.  Let X  be a non empty set and : 0,d X X [ )    be a 

function satisfying the condition 1( ) . Suppose that T  and f  are 

occasionally weakly compatible(owc)  self-mapping of X  and satisfy the 

following condition:  

(2)             )),,(()),(()),(( yxmyxmTyTxd    

  for all x, y X , where  
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m(x, y) = max d(fx, fy),d(fx,Tx),d(fy,Ty),

1
[d(fy,Tx),d(f x,Ty)] ,

2

 

and : 0,ψ,φ [ )   are both continuous and monotone decreasing with 

=0=ψ(t) φ(t)  if and only if =0t . Then T  and f  have a common fixed point. 

Proof :Since T  and f  are owc, there exist a point u  in X  such that 

Tu = fu , Tfu = fTu . We claim that Tu  is the unique common fixed point of 

T  and f . We first assert that Tu  is a fixed point of T . For, if TTu Tu , 

then from (2) we get 

 

(3)          )),,((),(()),(( TuumTuumTTuTud    
 

where        

                




1

,
2

m(u,Tu)= max d(fu, fTu),d(fx,Tu),d(fTu,TTu),

[d(fTu,Tu)+d(fu,TTu)]
  

)]},(),([
2

1
),,(),,(),,({= TTuTudTuTTudTTuTTudTuTxdTTuTudmax 

)]},(),([
2

1
),,(),,(),,({= TuTTudTuTTudTTuTTudTuTxdTTuTudmax 

 

 ),(),,(= TuTTudTTuTumaxd  
 ),(= TTuTud . 

From (3), we get 

),(),()),((          TTuTuTTuTuTTuTud   ,  

0)),((          TTuTud , 

0=)),((          TTuTud .  

Hence Tu = TTu and TTu = Tfu = fTu = Tu.  Thus, Tu  is a common fixed 

point of T  and f .  
 

Remark 3.1. By taking ψ(t)= t  and =1φ(t) ψ(t)  in theorem 3.1, we obtain 

Theorem
9
 2.1. 

Theorem 3.2.  Let X  be a non empty set and : 0,d X X [ )    be a 

function satisfying the condition 1( ) . Suppose that f,g,S,T  are self mapping 

of X  and that the pair (f,S)  and (g,T)  are each P operator, if  
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(4)               d(u,w)= d(w,u), 

where u  and w  are point of coincidence of (f,S)  and (g,T)  respectively, 

and,  

(5)          ψ(d(fx,gy)) ψ(m(x, y)) φ(m(x, y)),   

for all x, y X , where  

)]},(),,([
2

1
),,(),,(),,({=),( fxTydgySxdgyTydfxSxdTySxdmaxyxm , 

for all Xyx ,  for which gxfx  , Then TSgf ,,,  have a unique 

common fixed point. 
 

Proof : Since the pair (f,S)  and (g,T)  are each P operator, hence there 

exist x , y  in X  such that fx= Sx= w  and gy =Ty = z , we claim that 

fx = gy . For, otherwise, by (5) 

)]},,(),,([
2

1
),,(),,(),,({=),( fxTydgySxdgyTydfxSxdTySxdmaxyxm  

 )]},(),,([
2

1
),,(),,(),,({= wzdzwdzzdwwdzwdmax  

 )]},(),,([
2

1
),0,0,,({= wzdzwdzwdmax  

 ),(=),(= gyfxdzwd . 

  Hence 

),,(),()),((          gyfxgyfxgyfxd     

0,)),((          gyfxd  

0.=)),((          gyfxd   

Hence, fx = gy ; i.e., fx= Sx= gy =Ty . 
 

Four self mappings defined in T heoerm 3.2 may be called generalised 

(ψ,φ)  -weak contraction. The effectiveness of the generalization with respect 

to previous results may be seen from the fact trhat in the case ψ(t)= t , 

Theorem 3.2 still holds, while relation 13 of Theorem
9
 3.4 is useless. 
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Application to best simultaneous approximation 
  

Theorem 3.3. Let X  be a non empty set and : 0,d X X [ )    be a 

function satisfying the condition 1( ) . Let G  and A  be nonempty subset of 

X  such that G A= φ . Suppose that there exist 
*g  in G  and 

*a  in A  

such that 
*a  is an d  farthest point of 

*g  from A  and 
*g  is an d   

nearest point of 
*a  from K. Then Gcent (A)= d(g ,a ) and 

Gg cent (A)  

Proof : Let g G  then  

)(=),(),(}:),({=)( **** gdagdagdAaagdsupgd AA  . 

Hence  :A A Ad (G)= inf d (g) g G = d (g )  and Gg cent (A) . 
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